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	Key Features

	
		Unshackle your GIS application from a workstation! Get running with three major web mapping projects covering all the important aspects of the ArcGIS JavaScript API.
	
		Set a strong foundation for the ArcGIS JavaScript API and modular coding with dojo.
	
		Gain a crystal clear understanding of the ArcGIS JavaScript, and become skilled in creating exciting and interesting geospatial apps.



	Book Description


	The book starts by explaining the basics of the ArcGIS web mapping ecosystem. The book walks you through the development of six major applications, covering a wide variety of topics such as querying, rendering, advanced data visualization and performing map analytics. It also emphasizes on writing modular code using pure dojo, which is the preferred platform for developing web GIS applications using ArcGIS JavaScript API.


	By the end of the book, you will have gained enough practical experience to architect a robust and visually powerful mapping application using the API.


	What you will learn

	
		Find out what you need to develop a web mapping application in the ArcGIS environment
	
		Get to know about the major features provided by the ArcGIS JavaScript API
	
		See the coding best practices to develop modular dojo-based JavaScript applications
	
		Get to grips with writing custom re-usable dojo modules using dojo and esri modules and dijits
	
		Understand how to use various ArcGIS data sources and other open geospatial data available on the web
	
		Discover how to query spatial data and get the best out of your data using analytical techniques
	
		Master the art of rendering your map beautifully and create wonderful data visualizations using non-map objects such as charts
	
		Grasp how to create secure and scalable web maps



	About the Author


	Jayakrishnan Vijayaraghavan is an Esri-certified web developer with extensive experience in full stack web development, machine learning, and GIS. Working in variegated domains and geographies and through graduate and undergraduate studies in computer science and GIS, he has gained a solid grounding in geospatial technologies and in data science. He is a DAAD scholar and a winner of the UN-HABITAT special jury award. He's keen on developing intelligent and ubiquitous mapping systems by integrating Machine Learning concepts with GIS. He is also a novelist and poet too.


	Yogesh Dhanapal has expertise in developing and delivering end-to-end web mapping application for key clients, and he is proficient in many web technologies. He also has many years of training and education in the geospatial domain. A hardcore programmer and GIS enthusiast, Yogesh is a Microsoft-certified solutions developerâ€•web applications and Esri-certified web developer. He has gained expertise in applying GIS for transportation and petroleum domain and has extensive experience in customizing Esri roads and highways extension with JavaScript dojo modules. He is keen on developing cross-platform and web applications with a mobile-first approach.
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Linux Programming by ExampleQue, 1999
Discusses how LINUX works at the system level by learning how and when to manipulate processes, send and catch signals, and use calls, and how to manipulate and read pipes and FIFOs. Softcover.       

    Linux Programming By Example introduces programmers with some background in C but no knowledge of the specifics of Linux programming...
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Getting Started with Citrix XenApp 6Packt Publishing, 2011

	XenApp 6 is the leader in application hosting and virtualization delivery, allowing
	users from different platforms such as Windows, Mac, Linux, and mobile devices to
	connect to their business applications. It reduces resources and costs for application
	distribution and management. Using Citrix XenApp 6, you can deploy secure...
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Practical Data Wrangling: Expert techniques for transforming your raw data into a valuable source for analyticsPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Key Features

		
			This easy-to-follow guide takes you through every step of the data wrangling process in the best possible way
	
			Work with different types of datasets, and reshape the layout of your data to make it easier for analysis
	
			Get simple examples and real-life data...
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Test Driven Development: By ExampleAddison Wesley, 2002
Clean code that works - now. This is the seeming contradiction  that lies behind much of the pain of programming. Test-driven development  replies to this contradiction with a paradox-test the program before you write  it.

A new idea? Not at all. Since the dawn of computing,  programmers have been...
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Small Water Supplies: A Practical Guide (Clay's Library of Health and the Environment)Taylor & Francis, 2004
There are approximately 50,000 small water supplies in the UK alone, and thousands more worldwide. Dealing with idiosyncratic characteristics of small water supplies requires specialist knowledge. Small Water Supplies: A Practical Guide provides invaluable guidance for their appropriate management.

This book covers how small,...
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SDN: Software Defined NetworksO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Explore the emerging definitions, protocols, and standards for SDN—software-defined, software-driven, programmable networks—with this comprehensive guide. Two senior network engineers show you what’s required for building networks that use software for bi-directional communication between applications and the...
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